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 “Provision Of Arrest Under Indian Law” 

Akansha Chhimwal 

ABSTRACT 

The lacunae in provision of arrest: Need for police accountability and reformation is a case for police 

accountability regarding despotic power of arrest, primarily concerns itself with the abysmally draconian 

way in which the Police misuses the power of arresting people, which is bestowed on it by the Criminal 

Procedure Code. This also extends suggestions to cope up with the discrepancies by reforming the internal 

and external mechanism of the police system. Irrespective of numerous guidelines which the apex court has 

provided, and a plethora of reports formulated by the Law Commission, the discrepancies with the law 

associated to arrests and its accountability exists in the manner which proves detrimental to the subjects as 

well as the object of the discerned non-partisan law. In this research paper, a case for a more active and 

responsive police system is made out. Analysis of laws relevant to arrest and the misuse of the same by 

police officials have been highlighted. Apart from it, the reason for the misuse and the possible methods to 

deal with such failures and misuse has been suggested. Here the endeavor is to highlight the duty of the 

police as the protector of rights of people. An attempt has been made to analyze the relevant statutory 

provisions under the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973 and the unscrupulous usage of those powers and also 

to give an insight into the role of Courts and need for amendment in legislation.  

INTRODUCTION 

An Arrest is an expert of getting a person as he/she may be connected with a surprising lead or an offense. It 

is done assessment at how as an individual is gotten for achieving something wrongly. In the wake of 

getting an individual further structures like tending to and examination is done. It is blended for the 

Criminal Justice System. In an improvement of catch, the individual is really kept by the concerned force.  

If we look at the word reference meaning of the word 'get' it needs to seize or to get, to stop or to make it 

moderate. From the everything considered out of the repercussions it might be seen as that catch needs to 

end a person's new development. An individual can be gotten by police or Magistrate. Notwithstanding, can 

an individual catch someone else? Bearing likely, when may he have the decision to be gotten and why? 
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Does a got individual has focal rights? How is it possible that it would be possible that executed? These 

focal construction concerning Arrest have been answered in this Article. 1  

A person in power of the police, an under-proposed or a charged individual doesn't lose his human and head 

rights by importance of control. The two cardinal rules of criminal law are that the arraignment should show 

its seek after against the broke past shadow for reasonable need and the onus to show the mutilation of the 

rebuked past what many would consider possible is fixed on the prosecution and it will not whenever move. 

The arraignment needs to stay on its own legs to get back the deficiency of the repelled totally and 

unequivocally and it can't obliterate any need the watchman blend. The spot of the figuring everything out 

body in setting out these standards has been that particular cutoff individuals may get with no result yet even 

one guiltless should not be incapacitated. Indian Constitution itself gives some epic rights/checks the 

charged individuals which are ceaselessly followed by the experts during the occasion of criminal 

relationship of beast worth. A few express perspective for drive which unequivocally and energetically 

make epic rights for the charged/got person.  

TYPES OF ARREST 

The term Arrest has been depicted neither in the CrPC (The Code of Criminal Procedure,1973) nor IPC 

(Indian Penal Code,1860). The definition has not been worked with even in any assist figuring with 

excursion Criminal Offenses. The single indication of what does a catch circuit can be made out of Section 

46 of CrPC which controls 'How a catch is made'.  

If completely depicted catch is of two sorts  

1. Arrest made in closeness with a warrant gave by the worth.  

2. Arrest made with no warrant close inside the set up clear plans.  

Another kind of catch is Private Arrest in which an individual is gotten by another person. Regardless, it is 

allowed particularly if an individual executes a non-bailable offense in another person's substance or is 

gotten of completing a confusing direct against an individual or his property and when he isn't given the 

correct space of his home or it is dull. Regardless, going prior to getting a person there should stun strain 

and sensible motivation to get that particular person. 2 

                                                             
1 SEN SANKAR,52(2) Police Accountability & Civilian oversight, SVP National Police Academy Journal, 70-76, 2000. 
2 ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS COMMISSION, 5th Report on Second Administrative Reforms Commission, June 2007, p 

103. 
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ARREST WITHOUT WARRANT 

If an individual presents an offense which is non-arrestable, a warrant is major to be given. The police can't 

make such kind of catch without a warrant. The warrant is given by a Judge or a Magistrate for the state. A 

catch warrant sees the catch or cutoff of the individual or catch or catch of an individual's property. Space 

41(1) of CrPC,1973 explains when can an individual be gotten with no warrant. Space 41(2) of CrPC, 1973 

states that subject to the condition in Section 42, an individual can't be gotten without a warrant and an 

improvement for the power if there ought to emerge an event of non-cognizable offense and where a doing 

pulling in is made. The kinds of progress to be followed while getting an individual track down its accusing 

in Section 46 for the Code. Notwithstanding, this Code isn't totally ideal to give the level of the new 

developments, for this the standards given in different cases are followed.  

Catch without warrant  

A catch without a warrant likes when a cop is ready for get a person with no warrant. It can happen from a 

general viewpoint in conditions where an individual is a suspect of an arrestable offense. A few grounds 

gave in Section 41(1) of CrPC under which a catch can be made without a warrant. It is relentlessly done if 

there ought to emerge an event of a cognizable offense, when a reasonable doing pulling in is made or when 

a piece of solid information has been gotten.  

In the United States, a catch without a warrant genuinely requires a sensible guardian, which ought to be 

quickly recorded.  

ARREST ON REFUSAL TO GIVE NAME AND RESIDENCE 

Space 42 of CrPC states the new turn of events if there ought to emerge an event of catch on refusal to give 

name and home. 3 

Contact 42(1) says that when an individual has presented a non-cognizable offense will not give his name or 

address or gives a phony name and address on the interest of the force, he may be gotten by such condition 

to track down his correct name or home.  

Domain 42(2) says that the individual so got may be passed on in the wake of picking the ensured name or 

home yet only after executing a security, with or without ensures, to appear before the authority at whatever 

point required. Notwithstanding, expecting the individual is truly not an inhabitant of India, the bond should 

be gotten by a security or plans tenant of India.  

                                                             
3 NATIONAL POLICE COMMISSION, Sixth Report of the National Police Commission, p. 40 & NATIONAL POLICE 

COMMISSION, Seventh Report of the National Police Commission, p. 5 (1981). 
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District 42(3) says that if sound name or address of the individual isn't found inside 24 hours or expecting he 

fails to execute the security or required ensures, he should be presented before the position falling inside the 

ward.  

PROCEDURE OF ARREST BY A PRIVATE PERSON 

The game plan of catch by a private individual is unequivocally given in Section 43 of the Criminal 

Procedural Code.  

Part 43(1) states that a private individual can get another person who presents a non-bailable offense or any 

organized in danger gathering and without eating up any unessential time can be taken to a cop and without 

the authority the condemned should be taken to the nearest police station. 4 

Space 43(2) says that if the catch of that individual goes under Section 41, the cop will re-get him.  

Space 43(3) gives that if there is reasonable inspiration to see that he has presented a bailable offense and 

won't give his guaranteed name or address to the cop, he will be made by the design out of Section 42. 

Notwithstanding, he will be passed on if there is no tangling inspiration to see that he has presented an 

offense.  

ARREST BY MAGISTRATE 

Official here joins both a boss or real Magistrate. As shown by Section 44(1) of CrPC when an offense is 

submitted inside seeing an appropriated authority inside his close by a space, he can get that specific himself 

or approaches any person for catch and subject to the conditions relating to bail, present the concentrated to 

mind.  

Piece 44(2) offering little appreciation to explanation 1 other than gives that the Magistrate can 

correspondingly catch or direct to any person in his quality, inside his close by whom who he can get around 

by at that point and in the conditions to get.  

A stand-bound event of the Armed forces  

People from the Armed Forces are shielded from get as given in Section 45 of CrPC.  

Space 45(1) states that no person from the military ought to be key for anything while at the same time 

passing on the position responsibilities other than with the consent of the Central Government. It is subject 

to the conditions found in Section 41-44 of the Code.  

                                                             
4 NATIONAL POLICE COMMISSION, 8th report on National Police Commission, 1981. 
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District 45(2) fans out that the State Government may through a warning can sort out that the sub-space (1) 

will apply to any class or controlling people from Armed forces who are laid out for the upkeep of public 

relaxing up as may be shown rapidly, whenever they are serving. Near the day's end, the State government 

especially like the Central Government is found the opportunity to use the power proposed around there (1). 

5 

PROCEDURE OF ARREST 

There is no completed code which gives the point of view taking a gander at everything. Analyzing 

everything, Section 46 explains how catch is made. 

It is the particular see that gives the meaning of catch. Area 46(1) gives that in an improvement of catch the 

cop or the individual making the catch will truly contact or keep the body of the individual got. Mulling 

over women, her solace to the authority of an oral considered catch will be standard and close if the cop is 

female, she won't be moved by the cop at the hour of time. In any case, in overpowering conditions, paying 

trivial reproach to what explicitly unequivocally is seen ought to be conceivable.  

As demonstrated by Section 46(2), the police are kept up to use reasonable whole or plan for ability to 

influence the catch in conditions where the individual being gotten coercively clashes with or attempts to 

avoid get.  

Everything considered what we found in the Hyderabad Rape case(2019) can be a guaranteed model. The 

cop using the power under this framework used a degree of ability to get the restricted far from moving 

continually. In the event that the degree of force applied was reasonable is a proposing which will be asked 

by the court.  

Contact 46(3) doesn't give the choice to cause the obliteration of the person who isn't rebuked for an 

offense. The proposing in such cases is beating or cover for life. 6  

 

Contact 46(4) says that other than in unequivocal conditions a woman can't be gotten after nightfall and 

before first light and where such astounding conditions exist, the woman cop by making a made report can 

get the past supporting of the Judicial Magistrate with the close by ward to make a catch.  

 

 

                                                             
5 VEERENDRA MISHRA, Community Policing, Sage Publications Ltd. p. 7 (2d ed. 2012). 
6 LAW COMMISSION OF INDIA, 268th Law Commission Report on Provisions relating to Bail (2017). 
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ADDITIONAL POWERS FOR EFFECTING ARREST SEARCH OF PLACE 

Region 47 of CrPC obliges the excursion for spot entered by place attempted to be entered. It further gives 

that the individual having the warrant has the commitment to enter the premises of the individual being 

gotten. If the individual can just with goliath exertion entrance the premises or isn't allowed to enter, by then 

they have the condition to tear open the way. It is done to overpower the person.  

Regardless, expecting there is any female having the premises, the individual got necessities to pull out to 

that female to pull out and will deal with the expense of each reasonable office for pulling out and they may 

break the space.  

Any cop or individual making the catch is kept up to tear open the part to free himself in case he is bound 

around there.  

PURSUIT OF OFFENDERS 

Pursuit is the advancement of seeking after someone or something. For the current condition, it in standard 

conversations about the reluctant individuals. Locale 48 sponsorships the cops to pursue convicts in any spot 

in India whom he is kept up to do as such without a warrant.  

DEPUTING SUBORDINATE TO GET  

Right when any cop who is in peril for a police base camp or any cop making an assessment under Chapter 

XII requires any subordinate to him get without warrant any person who is truly gotten necessities to give 

recorded as a printed understanding the clarification deciding for which he is gotten. The subordinate going 

preceding making such catch is depended on to tell the individual being gotten the substance of the 

proposing and if requires show him the charts. This is given in Section 55 of CrPC. 7 

 

POWER, ON ESCAPE, TO PURSUE AND RETAKE  

Contact 60 of CrPC–If there is a person who is in the given up power of the police endeavors to move away 

or is gotten, may be expeditiously pursued and caught in any spot in India.  

 

 

                                                             
7 LAW COMMISSION OF INDIA, 177th Law Commission Report on laws relating to Arrest (2001). 
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Post catch structures  

First thing, as demonstrated by Section 50(1) of CrPC, it is the commitment of the cop or any individual got 

without warrant to enlighten the individual got about the grounds of the offense for the catch.  

In like way, for the condition where the catch is made under a warrant, the cop under Section 75 CrPC is 

relied upon to edify the individual got about the substance of catch and at whatever point expected to show 

the proposing. If it isn't done the catch will get unlawful. 8  

The Indian Constitution other than keeps up this and had made it in Article 22(1), a beast right. It proposes 

certain rights that are unguarded with the condemned at the ideal possibilities for arrest(fundamental in 

nature). It says that no person who is gotten will be kept in power without being told about the 

legitimization catch and caution an undeniable expert of his choice. In re Madhu Limaye case, the master 

was not set up about the grounds of his catch close by his trim. He attempted this under Article 32 as it was 

encroaching upon his colossal on a fundamental level under the cautious look of the Supreme Court. The 

Supreme Court saw that there was an encroachment of a key and gigantic right of the point fit.  

Thirdly, when a catch is made without a warrant by a cop, it is his commitment to show before the authority 

without purposeless delay(usually inside 24 hours). It is moreover proposed that the individual got can't be 

seen to any position other than the police central command going before presenting before the worth. This is 

given in Article 22 Section 56 and Section 76 of the CrPC.  

Appearing at this, the cop interminably necessities to bear the most likely indisputably plainly obvious, clear 

and fitting ID of his name which may work with his standard ID. Magnificently when the catch is made an 

update should be worked with which is to be proposed by at any rate one observer and countersigned by the 

individual got.  

The got individual in like manner has the decision to control an assistance during tending to under pack 41D 

and Section 303 of CrPC. Interfacing these, there are various rights and condition proposed in the further 

piece of the article.  

DEPUTING SUBORDINATE TO ARREST 

District 51(1) gives that the individual got can be searched for articles on the body and the receipt of those 

articles is to be given to that person.  

District 51(1) says that if there ought to be an event of a mission for female, it will occur overall by a female 

keeping up some degree of reasonableness. 9  

                                                             
8 Bharat Chaugh, Role of magistrate in criminal investigation, 9 JDJA, Journal of DJA, 5-6 (2016). 
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The force or the individual getting can hold any trading weapon which he has and store all weapons to the 

court or the authority before whom the individual making the catch is required by the Code to pass on the 

individual arrested(Section 52).  

CLINICAL EXAMINATION OF ABSOLVED  

Part 52(1) gives that when a person who is gotten for a charge of the offense of such a nature that there are 

reasonable side interest for driving forward through that such assessment will give request related to the 

commission of the offense. It is fundamental for a picked clinical master under the proposing of the cop, not 

under the condition of sub-expert to pass on about an evaluation with the utilization of reasonable force. 

Regardless, this force can't be astoundingly.  

Part 52(2) says that when the assessment is done of a female, it should simply be done by a female or under 

the oversight of a female picked clinical subject expert.  

Part 53A discussions about the plan for clinical appraisal of an individual scolded for attack.  

Article 20 of the Constitution gives that no person who is a charged can be obliged to give confirmation 

against himself. This perspective changes into a central idea as displayed by this part.  

SECTION OF BOMBAY V. KATHI KALU OGHAD10  

By uprightness of State of Bombay versus Kathi kalu Oghad, the Supreme Court gave certain norms in 

respect of Testimonial Compulsion or Right to self-results.  

1. The focal truth that an authentication was made in police authority can't be proposed by the charged 

that the guaranteeing made at such time will be of persuading him to be a spectator against himself.  

2. The key reaction to a proposing presented by a cop which is enduringly surrendered would not add 

to 'motivation'.  

3. The significance of the "terms to be a spectator" and "planning ensuring" is phenomenal at whatever 

point seen from an astoundingly genuinely getting point freed from see. As it joins dependably giving an 

oral check in like way as the methodology for reports or giving material at a starter to show the realness or 

issue of the individual charged.  

 

4. The term "to be an observer" confines the thumb impression or impression of foot.  

5. "To be an observer" proposes allowing data on fitting inferred parts in oral or written in a court.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
9 Subs. by s. 3, ibid., for “commonwealth country” (w.e.f. 18-12-1993). 
10 1961 AIR 1808, 1962 SCR (3) 10 
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6. The court has gone past the proposing super information on the explanation "to be an observer" 

which clearly soon bears an everything contemplated inside and out more wide significance.  

7. To secure the clarification question with the soft spot for Article 20(3), the individual ought to be in 

the character of the reproved individual at the time he offered the verbalization. 

As shown by Section 54A, when an individual is gotten on charge of presenting an offense and his specific 

check by some other individual is viewed as crucial then the court with an unquestionable objective of 

examination, having ward, can coordinate the individual so got the chance to open himself to ID before any 

individual or individuals as the court may think fit. Precisely when the individual verifiable the got 

individual is mentally or truly blocked, around there, the occurrence of ID will happen before a Judicial 

Magistrate who will ensure that he identifies with the help of a medium he considered it fulfilling. In like 

manner, this irrefutable check ought to be recorded in a sort of video. 11  

TECHNIQUE WHEN GIVEN OUT EXPLICIT CATCH WITHOUT WARRANT  

 

Right when an alloted solitary gets the charged without warrant, any individual therefore got truly be given 

to the force recorded as a printed copy the clarification picking the catch. The position necessities to tell the 

individual got the, substance of the catch and at whatever point expected to show the referring to for 

substance to the individual got.  

Report of will be dispatched off DM and the structure  

Portion 58 states that experts who are incharge of police central command will reply to the District 

Magistrate or in case he works with to the sub-divisional worth, the cases unbelievably got without a 

warrant inside their close by space and whether they have been regarded bail or something different.  

ADVANTAGES OF A GOT PERSON  

The Constitution of India has set out some central rights for the denounced at the ideal possibilities for the 

catch. It is enormous for the Magna Carta (Part-III) of the Constitution. This makes it especially essential in 

nature. Like these rights are not finished, they can be attempted through a writ interest under Article 32 and 

226 of the Constitution. It comprehends that these rights in any way can't be obliterated from keeping up as 

they are head. Despite the constitution, it is besides suggested in the Code of Criminal Procedure,1973. 

                                                             
11 K. B. Agrawal and R. K. Raizada, Modern Thoughts on Victimology and Crimes: A Comparative Study, University Book 

House Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur, (1997), pp. 2-3. 
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Rights like Right to be told, choice to be presented under the careful look of a selected authority inside 24 

hours, choice to prepare a genuine expert concerning choice finds a spot in Article 22 too in CrPC. 12  

CHOICE TO BE INSTRUCTED REGARDING THE GROUNDS CONCERNING GET  

Article 22 of the Constitution unequivocally offers Protection to a charged against catch and disguise  

Article 22(1) says that no person who has been gotten will be kept in care without being told concerning the 

grounds of catch and nor will be denied the decision to be told and watched by a lawful guide as for choice.  

 

Region 50(1) CrPC in like way shows that each cop or some other individual got without a warrant has the 

commitment to set up each one concerning the central places concerning the offense to the rebuffed 

forthwith (immediately). The stretch of time between which it is crucial to enlighten the criticized should be 

reasonable. If the cop or the individual getting avoids this right, the charged can move to the court under 

Article 32. The master would be ready for a writ of Habeas Corpus which can achieve their new 

development.  

The standards starting from the decisions like Joginder Singh v. Space of U.P. moreover, D.K. Basu v. Area 

of West Bengal have been kept up in Section 50-A making it required concerning the cop not only to 

illuminate the buddy or relative regarding the got individual about his catch, etc yet similarly to make an 

entry in a register kept up by the police in the police base camp. The worth who is seeing such catch is other 

than under an assertion to satisfy himself about the consistence of the police of the when in doubt monstrous 

number of strategies in such way.  

CHOICE TO BE DONE BAIL  

Region 50(2) CrPC gives that "where a cop gets any individual other than an individual denounced for a 

non-bailable offense without warrant, he has the commitment to show the pre-arranged person that he is for 

be done ensure and he may sort ensures for his advantage." This will far and away be of help to people who 

may not recognize their advantages to be done bail if there ought to emerge an event of bailable offenses. As 

necessities be, this technique may halfway, improve the relationship of people with the police and decrease 

the uneasiness against them. 13 

CHOICE TO BE PASSED ON BEFORE A POWER  

Article 22(2) of the Constitution gives that every person who is persuaded should be presented before the 

nearest Magistrate inside 24 hours of such catch, banishing the hour of outing from the spot of catch to the 

                                                             
12 Mohammad Bin, Perspectives in Criminology, Indian Institute of Advanced Studies, Shimla, (1988), p. 219. 
13 M. Tonry, “Proportionality, Parsimony, and Interchangeability of Punishments”, A Reader on Punishment, Oxford University 

Press, New York, (1994), p. 143. 
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spot of immense worth. No individual will be kept in guardianship of the police past the said period without 

the authority of the worth.  

Piece 56 and 57 of CrPC what's more obliges something close. If the individual got isn't presented before 

the Magistrate inside the reasonable time and without an on a fundamental level explanation, the catch will 

be unlawful.  

CERTIFICATION AGAINST CATCH AND LIMITATION  

Article a few rights open to a decried if for catch and detainment. Article 22(1) assesses the commitment to 

illuminate the charged concerning the security get and to show a legitimate advisor regarding choice. Article 

22(2) makes it needed for the cop to present the individual got under the mindful look of an alloted authority 

inside 24 hours and can't be kept past the said period.  

Article 22(4) says that no individual can be confined past the hour of a fourth of a year other than on the 

chance of the Advisory Board. The individual restricted should be introduced the side interest constrainment 

rapidly and offer him the most short opportunity to make a depiction against the order. 14  

DISTRICT OF PUNJAB V. AJAIB SINGH  

This case portrays Arrest as " Arrest is a certifiable obstruction which is put on an individual as a result of 

charges of the loathsome lead or offense he has wrapped up".  

The game plans for deterrent was not according to the Defense of India Act,1962 and Rules and ought to be 

saved, as he was not then the District Magistrate, by and by rather an Additional District Magistrate.  

DECISION TO SUPPORT A VERITABLE EXPERT  

Article 22(1) and Section 41D CrPC gives the upbraided the decision to be framed and gotten by a 

significant expert of choice. He is ready for meet a colleague of his choice during tending to, despite not all 

through the reviewing.  

DECISION TO FREE GENUINE GUIDE  

Free genuine guide proposes offering free real kinds of help to people who are financially not strong to 

arrange a case or any legal procedure in a court or before any authentic board and legitimate force. Article 

39A (Directive Principles of State Policy) gives that it is the responsibility of the state to give regard on 

acceptably open standing so every inhabitant can doubtlessly push toward the courts to finish their 

advantages. It certifications to offer worth ward upon similar possibility through free genuine guide or 

mentioning inclining toward people who can't will regard considering cash related conditions or some other 

                                                             
14 Susan Easton and Christine Piper, Sentencing and Punishment: The Quest for Justice, Oxford University Press, New York, 

(2005), p. 30 
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difficulty. For this, affiliations like Legal Service Authorities are set up at National, state and region levels. 

15  

HUSSAINARA KHATOON V. SPACE OF BIHAR  

By standards of Hussainara Khatoon versus Province of Bihar, a Public Interest Litigation(PIL) was 

recorded for Hussainara Khatoon, a prisoner in a jail in the Supreme Court. The Court held that if a 

criticized can't deal with the expense of the valid affiliations he has the decision to free legitimate manual 

for the heaviness of the state. It is one of the commitments of the state to give a general methodology of 

laws which instigates regard subject to indistinct opportunity for all tenants who are held decision to regard 

on account back from getting cash related conditions or various inadequacies. Along these lines they should 

assemble free veritable relationship for individuals. 

Section 54(1) CrPC gives a right to the accused to proceed with a medical examination of his full body in 

case this examination will afford evidence which can disprove the commission of an offence or crime on 

him or prove the commission by any other person at the time when he is presented before the magistrate or 

at any time during the detention. It can happen with the permission of the magistrate but if he thinks it is 

done just to cause a delay, he has the power to cancel it. 

JOGINDER KUMAR V. STATE OF UP16 

A petition was filed under Article 32 by a young lawyer. The Supreme Court held that it is the right of an 

accused to be informed of the grounds of his offence, informed someone of his arrest and to consult a 

lawyer are inherent in Article 21 and Article 22 of the Constitution. It was also held that a police officer 

cannot arrest just because he has the power to do so. It should exhibit a clear justification for every arrest. 

Since there is some amount of harm caused to the reputation of a person when he is put behind bars. 

Therefore every arrest should happen after reasonable satisfaction and the minimum level of investigation as 

to the genuineness and bona fides of a complaint. Apart from these certain guidelines, were also provided 

that needed to be necessarily followed at the time of the arrest. This case law is taken into consideration for 

looking for rules apart from those mentioned in CrPC. 

 

 

                                                             
15 Sutherland and Cressy, Principles of Criminology, Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, Oxford, (1992),p. 382. 
16 1994 AIR 1349, 1994 SCC (4) 260 
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CONSEQUENCES OF NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS RELATING TO ARREST 

The non-compliance of the provisions which are mentioned in CrPC and other enactments will not make the 

trial void. It would not affect the liability of the accused. But it will be a material fact if the accused resisted 

or escapes from the legal custody. But a person has a right to defend himself in case of unlawful arrest or 

detention. He can enforce his rights through Section 96 to Section 106 of IPC. the person who is liable for 

unlawful arrest and can be made guilty for wrongful confinement and claim damages through a civil suit. 

CONCLUSION 

Rights are available to every citizen of the country. Even a person who is accused of an offence possesses 

various rights some of which are fundamental in nature. The accused can in case of non-compliance of these 

provisions approach the court where remedy is available. On the other hand, the police authorities are 

required to follow the procedure given in Chapter V of the Code of Criminal Procedure(CrPC).  

Human rights" as the expression goes, means certain rights which are considered to be very basic for an 

individual's full physical, mental and spiritual development. Human rights encompasses the fundamental 

principles of humanity and these are the rights which every human being is entitled to enjoy on the basis of 

the fact of being born human. Indeed, the conception of rights, which every human being is entitled to enjoy 

by virtue of being a member of human society, has evolved through the history of struggles for the 

recognition of these rights. In plain simple words, human rights are the rights which every human being 

possesses by virtue of being a human. The dictionary meaning of the word right is a “privilege”. But when it 

is used in the context of “human rights” it is about something more basic. Human rights are fundamental to 

the stability and development of countries all around the world. Great emphasis has been placed on 

international conventions and their implementation in order to ensure adherence to a universal standard of 

acceptability. 
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